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Summary. This article introduces the fuzzy theory. At first, the definition of fuzzy
set characterized by membership function is described. Next, definitions of empty fuzzy set
and universal fuzzy set and basic operations of these fuzzy sets are shown. At last, exclusive
sum and absolute difference which are special operation are introduced.
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The articles [7], [1], [10], [8], [9], [2], [5], [11], [3], [4], and [6] provide the notation and terminol-
ogy for this paper.

1. DEFINITION OF MEMBERSHIPFUNCTION AND FUZZY SET

In this paperx, y are sets,C is a non empty set, andc is an element ofC.
The following proposition is true

(1) rng(χx,y)⊆ [0,1].

Let us considerC. A partial function fromC to R is said to be a membership function ofC if:

(Def. 1) domit= C and rngit⊆ [0,1].

Next we state the proposition

(2) χC,C is a membership function ofC.

In the sequelf , h, g, h1 denote membership functions ofC.
LetC be a non empty set and leth be a membership function ofC. A set is called a FuzzySet of

C, h if:

(Def. 2) It= [:C, h◦C:].

Let C be a non empty set, leth, g be membership functions ofC, let A be a FuzzySet ofC, h,
and letB be a FuzzySet ofC, g. The predicateA = B is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) h = g.

Let C be a non empty set, leth, g be membership functions ofC, let A be a FuzzySet ofC, h,
and letB be a FuzzySet ofC, g. The predicateA⊆ B is defined by:

(Def. 4) For every elementc of C holdsh(c)≤ g(c).

1 c© Association of Mizar Users
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In the sequelA is a FuzzySet ofC, f , B is a FuzzySet ofC, g, D is a FuzzySet ofC, h, andD1 is
a FuzzySet ofC, h1.

One can prove the following propositions:

(3) A = B iff A⊆ B andB⊆ A.

(4) A⊆ A.

(5) If A⊆ B andB⊆ D, thenA⊆ D.

2. INTERSECTION, UNION AND COMPLEMENT

Let C be a non empty set and leth, g be membership functions ofC. The functor min(h,g) yields a
membership function ofC and is defined as follows:

(Def. 5) For every elementc of C holds(min(h,g))(c) = min(h(c),g(c)).

Let C be a non empty set and leth, g be membership functions ofC. The functor max(h,g)
yields a membership function ofC and is defined by:

(Def. 6) For every elementc of C holds(max(h,g))(c) = max(h(c),g(c)).

LetC be a non empty set and leth be a membership function ofC. The functor 1-minush yields
a membership function ofC and is defined as follows:

(Def. 7) For every elementc of C holds(1-minush)(c) = 1−h(c).

Let C be a non empty set, leth, g be membership functions ofC, let A be a FuzzySet ofC, h,
and letB be a FuzzySet ofC, g. The functorA∩B yielding a FuzzySet ofC, min(h,g) is defined as
follows:

(Def. 8) A∩B = [:C, (min(h,g))◦C:].

Let C be a non empty set, leth, g be membership functions ofC, let A be a FuzzySet ofC, h,
and letB be a FuzzySet ofC, g. The functorA∪B yielding a FuzzySet ofC, max(h,g) is defined as
follows:

(Def. 9) A∪B = [:C, (max(h,g))◦C:].

Let C be a non empty set, leth be a membership function ofC, and letA be a FuzzySet ofC, h.
The functorAc yields a FuzzySet ofC, 1-minush and is defined as follows:

(Def. 10) Ac = [:C, (1-minush)◦C:].

The following propositions are true:

(6) min(h(c),g(c)) = (min(h,g))(c) and max(h(c),g(c)) = (max(h,g))(c).

(7) max(h,h) = h and min(h,h) = h and max(h,h) = min(h,h) and min( f ,g) = min(g, f ) and
max( f ,g) = max(g, f ).

(9)1 A∩A = A andA∪A = A.

(10) A∩B = B∩A andA∪B = B∪A.

(11) max(max( f ,g),h) = max( f ,max(g,h)) and min(min( f ,g),h) = min( f ,min(g,h)).

(12) (A∪B)∪D = A∪ (B∪D).

(13) (A∩B)∩D = A∩ (B∩D).

(14) max( f ,min( f ,g)) = f and min( f ,max( f ,g)) = f .

1 The proposition (8) has been removed.
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(15) A∪A∩B = A andA∩ (A∪B) = A.

(16) min( f ,max(g,h))= max(min( f ,g),min( f ,h)) and max( f ,min(g,h))= min(max( f ,g),max( f ,h)).

(17) A∪B∩D = (A∪B)∩ (A∪D) andA∩ (B∪D) = A∩B∪A∩D.

(18) 1-minus1-minush = h.

(19) (Ac)c = A.

(20) 1-minusmax( f ,g)= min(1-minusf ,1-minusg) and 1-minusmin( f ,g)= max(1-minusf ,1-minusg).

(21) (A∪B)c = Ac∩Bc and(A∩B)c = Ac∪Bc.

3. EMPTY FUZZY SET AND UNIVERSAL FUZZY SET

Let C be a non empty set. A set is called an Empty FuzzySet ofC if:

(Def. 11) It= [:C, (χ /0,C)◦C:].

A set is called a Universal FuzzySet ofC if:

(Def. 12) It= [:C, (χC,C)◦C:].

In the sequelX denotes a Universal FuzzySet ofC andE denotes an Empty FuzzySet ofC.
The following proposition is true

(23)2 χ /0,C is a membership function ofC.

Let C be a non empty set. The functor EMFC yielding a membership function ofC is defined
as follows:

(Def. 13) EMFC = χ /0,C.

Let C be a non empty set. The functor UMFC yielding a membership function ofC is defined
as follows:

(Def. 14) UMFC = χC,C.

We now state two propositions:

(26)3 E is a FuzzySet ofC, EMFC.

(27) X is a FuzzySet ofC, UMFC.

Let C be a non empty set. We see that the Empty FuzzySet ofC is a FuzzySet ofC, EMFC. We
see that the Universal FuzzySet ofC is a FuzzySet ofC, UMFC.

In the sequelX is a Universal FuzzySet ofC andE is an Empty FuzzySet ofC.
The following propositions are true:

(28) Leta, b be elements ofR and f be a partial function fromC to R. Suppose rngf ⊆ [a,b]
anda≤ b. Let x be an element ofC. If x∈ dom f , thena≤ f (x) and f (x)≤ b.

(29) E ⊆ A.

(30) A⊆ X.

(31) For every elementx of C and for every membership functionh of C holds(EMFC)(x) ≤
h(x) andh(x)≤ (UMFC)(x).

2 The proposition (22) has been removed.
3 The propositions (24) and (25) have been removed.
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(32) max( f ,UMFC) = UMFC and min( f ,UMFC) = f and max( f ,EMFC) = f and
min( f ,EMFC) = EMFC.

(33) A∪X = X andA∩X = A.

(34) A∪E = A andA∩E = E.

(35) A⊆ A∪B.

(36) If A⊆ D andB⊆ D, thenA∪B⊆ D.

(38)4 If A⊆ B, thenA∪D⊆ B∪D.

(39) If A⊆ B andD⊆ D1, thenA∪D⊆ B∪D1.

(40) If A⊆ B, thenA∪B = B.

(41) A∩B⊆ A.

(42) A∩B⊆ A∪B.

(43) If D⊆ A andD⊆ B, thenD⊆ A∩B.

(44) For all elementsa, b, c, d of R such thata≤ b andc≤ d holds min(a,c)≤min(b,d).

(45) For all elementsa, b, c of R such thata≤ b holds min(a,c)≤min(b,c).

(46) If A⊆ B, thenA∩D⊆ B∩D.

(47) If A⊆ B andD⊆ D1, thenA∩D⊆ B∩D1.

(48) If A⊆ B, thenA∩B = A.

(49) If A⊆ B andA⊆ D andB∩D = E, thenA = E.

(50) If A∩B∪A∩D = A, thenA⊆ B∪D.

(51) If A⊆ B andB∩D = E, thenA∩D = E.

(52) If A⊆ E, thenA = E.

(53) A∪B = E iff A = E andB = E.

(54) A = B∪D iff B⊆ A andD ⊆ A and for allh1, D1 such thatB⊆ D1 andD ⊆ D1 holds
A⊆ D1.

(55) A = B∩D iff A⊆ B andA⊆ D and for allh1, D1 such thatD1 ⊆ B andD1 ⊆ D holds
D1 ⊆ A.

(56) If A⊆ B∪D andA∩D = E, thenA⊆ B.

(57) A⊆ B iff Bc ⊆ Ac.

(58) If A⊆ Bc, thenB⊆ Ac.

(59) If Ac ⊆ B, thenBc ⊆ A.

(60) (A∪B)c ⊆ Ac and(A∪B)c ⊆ Bc.

(61) Ac ⊆ (A∩B)c andBc ⊆ (A∩B)c.

(62) 1-minusEMFC = UMFC and 1-minusUMFC = EMFC.

(63) Ec = X andXc = E.

4 The proposition (37) has been removed.
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4. EXCLUSIVE SUM , ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE

LetC be a non empty set, leth, g be membership functions ofC, letA be a FuzzySet ofC, h, and letB
be a FuzzySet ofC, g. The functorA−. Byielding a FuzzySet ofC, max(min(h,1-minusg),min(1-minush,g))
is defined as follows:

(Def. 15) A−. B = [:C, (max(min(h,1-minusg),min(1-minush,g)))◦C:].

The following propositions are true:

(65)5 A−. B = B−. A.

(66) A−. E = A andE−. A = A.

(67) A−. X = Ac andX−. A = Ac.

(68) A∩B∪B∩D∪D∩A = (A∪B)∩ (B∪D)∩ (D∪A).

(69) A∩B∪Ac∩Bc ⊆ (A−. B)c.

(70) (A−. B)∪A∩B⊆ A∪B.

(71) A−. A = A∩Ac.

LetC be a non empty set and leth, g be membership functions ofC. The functor|h−g| yielding
a membership function ofC is defined as follows:

(Def. 16) For every elementc of C holds|h−g|(c) = |h(c)−g(c)|.

Let C be a non empty set, leth, g be membership functions ofC, let A be a FuzzySet ofC, h,
and letB be a FuzzySet ofC, g. The functor|A−B| yielding a FuzzySet ofC, |h−g| is defined as
follows:

(Def. 17) |A−B|= [:C, |h−g|◦C:].
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